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Clever travel companion hoodie

Image not available for Colscolor: © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, inc. or affiliate smarter travel companion is pleased to introduce one of the latest designs in innovative travel safety and practical wear: new hoody travel! It's a cool, warm, laid back jacket that will keep you warm and comfortable on an air-conditioned plane or keep the sun off you on a cruise or a
stroll in the city. Packed full of pockets of generous size it also provides superior practical uses. You could hide your entire mobile luggage in hoodie alone and not give up comfort in any case - better still, no one will have any idea that it was there! Two upper zipper pockets are conveniently positioned, smaller quick access design for items such as cash,
keys, credit cards, cell phones or passport. Types of items that you may need to use quickly and regularly throughout the day. Having them hidden away but also readily available in chest height is super comfortable and undeniably practical, and there is also no chance at all any prying eyes (or hands) you may find them and their contents. Lower cargo
pockets are designed to provide the same level of coverage for your items only of value but less easily required. Think of your tablet, travel wallet, GoPro, notebook, sunglasses, medications and more. A large slot makes it easy to fill and access your items and built into layers give pockets of support they need to pull or weigh you down when full - you'll hardly
notice there's anything there, not anyone else! What are you waiting for? Your ultimate travel pick-up is your ultimate now. Currently available in the Navy with white zipper and singstrings as pictured above and in XS-XXXL sizes. Intelligent Travel Companion is developing new colors and designs now! Smart Travel Hoody with multiple hidden safe pockets!
Free worldwide shipping on all orders over $75! Shipping and FAQs | 100% cotton graphic size, metal zipper pull, plastic zipper (do not specify airport security) say goodbye to carry ing on luggage, you can now fit everything safely in your hoodie! Multiple convenient hidden zipper pockets are placed to ensure the wearer is still comfortable and their valuables
are safe at all times. You'll be able to empty the pockets in the airport security box within seconds with no awkward trifle and fill them back the other side hassle-free. Zipper 2 pockets are located on the inside of the chest area, both large enough to fit larger than smartphones (iPhone 7+ with case fits with ease), passports, cash, credit cards and more. Two
more zipper pockets are placed on each side of the stomach-sized area to fit the iPad and more. Suitable for men and women. Return Policy | Privacy Policy | Terms of service with winter turning to spring, recently found seeking a lightweight jacket to wear instead of a heavy coat. Imagine my country When I discovered that my favorite clothing company,
Smart Travel Companion, now made a hoodie jacket with tons of secret pockets. Since I love my CTC pants/leggings and t-shirts, I bought a smart travel companion jacket right away! I've been so happy with my secret pocket shirts that I really don't be shocked by how much I love this hoodie jacket. While it seems unnecessary to have both a shirt and a
jacket with hidden pockets, there are occasions that invite one or the other. When I wear the jacket, it is no longer necessary to wear the top of the tank as a t-shirt or to wear a shirt. But, I know summer is coming and I'll again grab those tank tops and t-shirts first. However, for the next few months, I chose my smart travel companion hoodie jacket. When
summer ends and autumn arrives, I will again be seeking out of this gorgeous jacket with secret pockets. Unisex Travel Hoodie with 4 secret hidden pockets, smart jacket for 100% pickpocket and price ProofCheck loss offers well and serves the normal purpose of any jacket in spring, autumn or on a cold night by keeping you warm. Since it has a hood, it is
also wonderful when those spring showers pop up and catch you out without an umbrella. Of course, the hood also provides extra warmth. The jacket has traditional hand warming pockets on the front too. But, what makes this jacket better than most of the 4 hidden zipper pockets. Zipper front jacket with hood 2 front hand pockets 2 inner chest pockets
(large enough for credit cards or phone) 2 larger internal pockets (large enough for iPad or Lightland) Unisex is available in navy or frankly grey, the only downside of this jacket is that it is only available in the navy. Personally, I was better black, but the navy is going well with blue jeans. I haven't carried a bag in years, but I carry a small backpack when I go
out to take pictures. On my recent trip to the zoo, I left my bag at home and slipped the camera battery plug in the small inner pocket. Since I also had my cell phone and wallet in my inner pocket, I was really able to focus completely on taking my photos and not worrying about pickpockets or dropping anything. While it may seem strange to others because
of the lens weight, I can also carry my smaller camera lens into a larger pocket inside the zipper. Very nice indeed! Intelligent Travel Companion Leggings Security is my concern #1 when I shop, travel, hike, bike, or just walk around the block. These leggings give me 2 hidden pockets safety and allow me to retire my conservatives completely. How to pack
for the right holiday package, my travel logo light pack is the right package, light package. After you've submitted your travel plans, one of the hardest things to do is pack your bag for the trip. Here's the best packing. Travel tips tips from an experienced traveler! In this article, I will share my best travel tips and travel tips to help reduce travel-related stress,
which will help ensure a successful holiday. Note: The author may receive a commission from purchases made using the links in this article. As an Amazon affiliate I (we) earn from qualified purchases. We continue: Multiple hidden cloud pockets are properly positioned to ensure that wearers stay comfortable and their valuables safe at all times, even when
they are full. It also ensures practicality; Best of all, no one around you will have any idea you carry so much! There are 4 pockets in total. 2 Pockets are located on each side of the chest area and large enough to fit larger than smartphones (iPhone 6+ with case fits with ease), passports, cash, credit cards and more. 2 less pockets placed on each side of the
stomach area are the size to fit the iPad and even a book, magazine or newspaper. Light design also means practically to wear in both hot and cold climates. Use it to keep your valuables safe on the beach, keep the sun off you at the height of the forest, or keep you warm while skiing - you must have all kinds of travel! Note size: Available in X-small, small,
medium, large, X-large, xx-large sizes. Example of sizing: Small is good suitable for us 8-10 women (see photo: model usually wears US 8 and wears small size). The big one is a big american record man. Great.
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